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Swami... Even though I’m so touch, so easy master, one level, you 
understand? Don’t feel anybody, if I need to find somebody’s names, 
taking example and making it heard – take it easy. You have to 
understand why the master say, “I loves everybody, I need 
everybody success.” Some people have really big confusion. Maybe 
their heart is not open. They can’t do it. Don’t feel unworthy. 

Everything is possible when you started to think to do. When you 
started to think you want to do it. You have to clear the thoughts in 
your mind. It’s so important. You have to clear that sankalpam, “Ok I 
want to do it this.” Then put in my hand. If really anything is not 
working with you surrender to the master. “Hey, I don’t know 
what’s going on here. I’m doing my best. Completely my mind is a 
little unbalanced. Please you have to help me.” 

Come with honest and sincerity, with pure heart. I will take care. I’ll 
do my maximum best. Even you’re not trying, not attempting, 
nothing just thinking, “Oh this is too much hard work to me.” If you 
give up like that, give it up. Does it make sense Lothar? 

Lothar:  Yeah, very much. 

Swami: Since two days, I’m really seeing everybody really great hard 
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work, especially today on the yantras. And everybody’s faces really 
they want to do hard work. Like Swami’s birthday gift, “Oh my God, 
we have to work.” Everyone’s under the trees meditating and 
learning and practicing - now that is reality. That is pure spiritual 
reality. 

Just working you have no idea what it is. The mantra, what is the 
meaning, what is the word, what Swami told. You’re doing it. So I’m 
so happy. Please continue that.  I want a discussion about Sanskrit. 
How many people interested to take the course?  

(long discussion how many people, how long they can stay, etc.) 

Swami:  Treat it like a three sections. I recommend, to learn the 
Sanskrit, no need Swami - you can read direct tradition. I can’t give 
guarantee how much time it takes each person. To me it takes 
somewhere near one and a half years. First, if you went through three 
months, if you work, if you did work hard on that, if you built up in 
your home after learning three months very straightly you’re going 
very deeper level. Then like within six months to nine months you 
have really good commanding on Sanskrit and Telugu, all the 
manuscripts in and Khannada – then the Sanskrit pure words. 

The Telugu is also ancient Telugu language. What I speak generally, 
here it villages is ancient Telugu language called (Gosul Vata) 
They’re writing with, ah...suppose to writing with capital letters your 
name. If you’re writing like a normal, like a signature, Telugu is like 
that in the palm leaves. Easy but I recommend... It’s a beautiful 
program but Swami’s not teaching – no chance. I can come, I can 
have ah… you can offer me dinner or coffee. So if anybody’s 
interesting try to put your name. 

Student: Is there any home study course? Is there anything that we 
can get? 

Swami: Here what I’m making to everybody to able to learn Telugu. 
It is not like a normal Sanskrit and Telugu. It is only so everybody 
can read the manuscripts. It’s what...Telugu even to me a huge ocean. 
Only I went from straight lines come back and like, making three 
highways make to understand. If I go through take many lifetimes, 
many lifetimes to understand entire, through the language, getting 
command. Especially Telugu is that one of the highest difficult 
languages in the universe. That is true. Highest difficult language is 
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Telugu. That Telugu we can’t say is exactly Telugu; that Telugu 
linked with the Sanskrit. What you say some proverbs? 

Student: Phonetics. ! 

Swami: Phonetics, to one letter you can create like 7,8 phonetics?  

Students: Phonetics. 

Swami: Phonetics seven eight, the one just letter you can write seven, 
eight around them but it makes huge sense. In a few next stages the 
words on the supernatural proverbs- on the rocks. On the rock that 
the form also they never write straight. The first one letter there, the 
next letter they put the down, the down letter they put there, like few 
letters they put on the rock. And you have to understand what they 
wrote exactly. You have to take that letters; you have to assemble, to 
get the meaning. 

Different have symbols. If I write like a two hundred letters, they’re 
throwing on the rock, you can write a...you can write a big navel with 
it. Just a matter of few letters you can write a big navel. I’m not 
kidding. That huge… that creates some, some letters. So they are 
personally and there situation, his situation, what is his severe 
intuition motivation toward that, we have to make use of Sanskrit 
and take that meaning, we have to implement it. Like that stuff, like a 
secrecy is called sassiness. 

Sassiness means, some people that ruled the world entire the court 
secrecies, the king secrecies, in the world and have the kingdom 
secrecies of the God, they wrote on the rocks and then very shortly 
they wrote. Suppose some enemies coming back there to kill him. He 
is running and running and he knows some secrets. He know for sure 
he’s dying in one, or two days - huge enemies is around him. He see 
a hill. All enemies is searching. He’s on tope of a hill with the rocks. 
Every person have their, like a chisel, then writing like a beautiful 
secret language – code language. 

Then all the few language, that form was the proper from the Vedas - 
high commanding. In the Vedas hundreds of years back, they wrote 
the people is going to the moon, the big earthquakes, floods, diseases, 
all this stuff is going to happen. All it is written in the Vedas. It’s 
already there. They also wrote helicopter, they wrote about flights, 
they wrote about rockets - everything they wrote in the Vedas. 
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They wrote positive, they wrote the disasters. What type of disasters 
is coming they predicted like nine hundred years, a thousand years 
back. If we started to read that, hey, amazing people they are. They’re 
sitting on the simple mat, they’re flying with the mat. They are flying 
with the mat. 

Lothar: We call that mat-e- matics. (laughter) 

Swami: I think so. You need a good guy who can do mathematics 
especially on you. This so lovely man is a God gift to all. Everybody 
he’s a big, good translator, really one hundred percent, no doubt. He 
have really good sense of humor to make the people laugh, to create 
big fun. Thank you Lothar. 

Lothar:  Thank you Swami, it’s with your grace. 

Swami: When I saw first of him in Germany he gave me hats like this 
and he says like a little cunning… Alana translating and he is sitting 
in the group there. He is a very, I think he’s very...the energy is 
coming up. Talking and I talk, “Who is this guy? He’s so, oh I need 
him but I’m giving shakitpat. Please as much, Baba, as much as two 
bucks I could use this guy.” Same like a Ramakrishna, a very decent 
guy. 

Student: It’s angular. 

Swami: Hmm, I feel like going to sleep. Feels like that. He’s in a room 
in back and he’s staying in. When I see him first time, he’s also very 
charming, very strong. After I give him my workshop I want to do 
five pujas. I ask him, “Can you, can you make some fire for me.” It’s 
almost midnight when everybody cold. “Ok, no problem.” Then he 
removed his shirt and he’s bundling, like a strong, he brings his locks. 
You know lock? (log) He went with as to bring some wood. I’m 
watching, just me sitting in my chair watching him. And he made a 
big spark with his head. Oh, look at this guy. Oh he’s so like a tree. 
Then he made a fire and I purify it. I came out, “Hey Ramakrishna 
what do you want?” He simply said, “Swami just I want to do service 
as much as I can in your life. Thank you so much.” That’s all I needed. 

Like few people really they impressed me so much. Here, why I’m 
saying this means a student, if they strongly give in to the ‘master 
mind,’ the student can not go anywhere. Even though he’s in Africa, 
he’s in Germany, he’s the student cannot forget the master. No 
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chance. Most of time, compare with the normal students, most of 
time, always thinking the master. Even if they’re driving and eating 
and whatever they’re doing, thinking of their master. Well sure that 
is their energy - big energy, huge magnetism. 

So you can translate your discussion. What Swami demand, not 
Swami’s uh...not to hurt but you have to be also strong and to make 
them to understand, to be very strong. Ok? Ok. Good.  

(much discussion about dates of people’s departures after the program) 

 

End of Talk 

 

	


